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Rock N Roll Experience 
 
BANSHEE!!! 
 
Rating: 6 stars! 
 
When you delve into the world of independent cinema , especially with 
horror flicks, it's usually hit or miss due to bad writing, low budget, 
or in the worst case scenario...both! With the rece ntly released 
"Banshee!!!" horror movie, the plot is cool, it's b ased on an Irish 
myth that has to do with a monster who can paralyze  you through 
soundwaves that it creates...basically, in the movi e, the soundwaves 
make the movies victims hallucinate & the overall p lot is good, the 
killings are awesome, the acting isn't bad, the bud get is considerably 
low compared to major movies, but you'd never be ab le to tell it when 
you watch this movie...the scenes are all fluid, th e plot is solid, 
it's a good horror movie, & the craziest part of it  all is that there's 
NO topless women in the movie! The movie's sexy co- star, Ashley Bates, 
is the one you kinda look forward to seeing get nak ed, yet, she keeps 
her clothes on throughout the movie...that's where the twists are in 
this movie...it's a horror movie, yet the director did his best to NOT 
make it predictable in every way! The ending is sim ple, I won't give it 
away, but it involves an electric guitar played lou d to kill the 
monster....actually, I kinda just did give away the  ending, but 
regardless, this is a good horror movie, the thing I remember reading 
in the bio for this movie is that the movie itself was meant to be 
short & sweet & I agree, the movie is just the righ t length, it's not 
too indulgent & super long, it's just right, it sta rts & finishes in an 
85 minute time frame & there's some cool extras as well on the dvd 
including bloopers & deleted scenes...the only thin g honestly missing 
is a little nudity...horror movies without hot topl ess chicks; that's 
crazy man, crazy!  
 
~bob suehs  


